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1 Introduction

1.1 The object of study

Let g be a complex semisimple Lie algebra and U = U(g) its enveloping
algebra. On any U-bimodule M E U - mod - U we define the adjoint g
action ad : g -t EndcM via (adX)m = Xm - mXVX E g,m E M. A
bimodule is called "locally adg-finite" if and only if any m E M is "adg
finite", i.e. contained in a finite dimensional adg-stable subspace.

In this article we study the category He of a11 U-bimodules M E U 
mod - U which are (1) locally adg-finite and (2) of finite lenght as bimodulcs.
These are the Harish-Chandra bimodules of the title.

1.2 Motivation

The representation theory of complex semisimple Lie groups like G = SL( 11., C)
leads one natura11y to study such bimodules with g = LieG = sl(n, C). In
the following discussion of how this comes about we will often want to [orget
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tbc complex structurc on g and regard it just as areal Lie algebra. In these
instances we denote it by gr.

Let 1r : G ~ AutcE be an admissible represcntation of G in a complcx
Banach space E. We choose a maximal compact subgroup !( in G, like f< =
SU(n), with Lie algebra k == Lief< C gr. On the K~finite vectors

E K = {v E E IdimC!(v < oo}

of E acts gr in a natural way. This space EK with the actions of f< allel gr

is called the Harish-Chandra module of E. The R-linear action of gT on EK

leads to aC-linear action of gr 0R C on EK wbose restrietion to k 0R C is
locally finite.

Now k C gr consists just of the fixed points in gT of same Cartan invo
lution 0: gr ~ gr, given in our examplc by O(A) == -At. We may choose an
isomorphism of cOinplex Lie algebras gr0R C ~ g x g such that O®R C corre
sponds to switching the two components (X, Y) 1-+ (Y, X) of (X, Y) E g x g.
Thcn k 0R C corresponds to tbe diagonal in g x g. Now U(g x g) ~ U ~ U
canonically (we always write 0c == ~) alld the principal antiautomorphisID
X 1-+ -X of g leads to an isomorphislD U ~ uopp. Thus we have canonically

gr ®R C - mod ~ g x g - mod
C::! U 0 U - mod
~ U <9 UOPP - mod
C::! U - mod - U

and clearly via this equivalence k 0R C-locally finite gr ®R C-modules cor
respond to adg-Iocally finite U-bimodules.

The reason we prefer to work with U-bimodules rather than with gr~RC
modules is that such bimodules can be tensored with each other as weH as
with arbitrary U-modules. These operations are of great importance aDd
would look awkward when expressed in terms of gr ~R C-modules.

So from any admissible representation E of G we obtain via a differenti
ation proccss followed by same algebraic manipulations a locally adg-finite
U-bimodule EK . One shows that E is irreducible if aDd only if EK is, anel
that for E a principal series still EK has finite lenght, i.e. is an object of 1iC.

Consider for example the action of G == SL(n, C) on the full flag variety
F == {cn == V n =:) Vn- 1 =:) ••• =:) Va == 0 I dhnVi == i}. It induces an action
of G on the Banach space E == LOO(F) of continuous functions F ~ C. ThiS-
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is a principal series representation. The corresponding bimodule EK is thc
"adg-finite dual of U / Z+U" which we define presently. Namely we denote
by Z C U the center and let Z+ = AnnzC be the central annihilator of thc
trivial representation C of g. Then U / Z+U is a U-bimodule, and so is its
(algebraic) dual. The adg-finite dual is now the subspace of all adg-finite
vectors in the algebraic dual space.

Certainly a central problem in representation theory is to compute the
composition factors of principal series representations or, equivalently, of
their duals, Le. of U-bimodules like U / Z+U. This problem is solved by the
Kazhdan-Lusztig conjectures, which by now are a theorem due to Beilinson
Bernstein and Brylinski-Kashiwara [BB, BK, Sp].

We approach this problem from another side, translating it down roughly
speaking to a statement on Z-bimodules. Although this translated problem
looks much easier than the original one, wc have to invoke the Kazhdan
Lusztig conjectures to solve it. Neverthcless the method has the benefit of
allowing deeper insight in the structure of the category He and thus ulti
mately of principal series representations.

1.3 Example

Take g = 81(2, C) and consider in 'HC the subcategory

'H = {M E 'HC I (z+)nM = M(z+)n = 0 for n :::P O}.

Dur dual principal series U / Z+U lies in this category as weB as the trivial
bimodule C. There is an obvious surjection 4> : U /Z+U ~ C, whose kernel
L = ker4> can be shown to be irreducible. In fact, up to isomorphism Land
C are the only irrcducible objects in 'H.

As was shown by Gelfand-Ponomarev [GP], the C-category 11. is equiv
alent to the category of finite dimcnsional complex representations of the
qUlver

• ..

with relations 1].,p = 0 = 4>7] and 7], tj>.,p nilpotcnt. This approach to the COffi

binatorics of 1-{ is ccrtainly most clear and beautiful. It has been generalized
to Lie algebras of rank two by Irving [Ir], but it seems hard to go further.
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The approach followed in this paper does not look quite as neat for g =
sl(2, C) but generalizes to arbitrary g. The description of 1{ looks now as
folIows: vVe considcr the conlplex plane C2 with coordinate functions X
and Y, so that the ring of all regular functions on C2 is R(C2

) = C[X, Y].
Then inside C2 we consider the diagonal ~e = {(x lX)}, the other diagonal
.6.., = {(x,-x)} and their union .6. e U.6.". The regular functions R(.6. e ), R(.6.,,)
and R(.6. e U .6.,,) on these sets are modules over R(C2) = C[X, Y] and we
form

A = Endc[x,y] (R(.6. e ) EB R(.6. e U .6.,,)).

Obviously C(X, Y] C A. We will show that 1{ is equivalent to the category
of all finite dimensional A-moclules on which X and Y act nilpotently. To
explain how this generalizes to arbitrary g, wc need some results Oll Hecke
algebras.

1.4 Hecke algebras and bimodules

Let (W, S) be any Coxeter system. For simplicity assurne S to be finite. \Ve
havc the Hecke algebra H = H(W, S) = EBxEW Z[t, t-1]Tx as in [KL]. Thc
multiplieation is given by the formulas TxTy = T ry for all x,y E W such
that l(x) + l(y) = l(xy) and T; = t2 + (t 2 - l)T. for all sES. Let E be
the geolnetric representation of the Coxeter group W defined in [Bou], Ch.5,
§4, and let V = E ®R C be its complexification. Let S = S(V*) = R(V) be
the symmetrie algebra in V'" alias the regular functions on V. This is given
a grading such that deg V'" = 2, thus S = Eei>O Si with 5 i = 0 for odd i,
So = C, 52 = Voll.' -

For any additive category A fonTI the split Grothendieck group < A > .
This is the free abelian group on the objects modulo the usual relations
for eaeh split short exact sequence. Any A E Adefines< A >E< A >
. We consider the category 5 - Moll - S of graded 5-bimodules which
are finitely generated as left S-modules and write H omS0S for biInodule
homomorphisms. The group < 5 - AIo11 - 5 > forms even a ring under ®s.

For any graded object M = Ee Mi define the shifted objects M(n) by
(A1(n))i = Mi-n. For any sES consider the s-invariants 5" c 5.

Theorenl 1 TheTe is a ring hOlnomorphism E : H -t< 5 - Mol! - 5 >
such that E(t) =< 5(1) >, E(T" +1) =< 5 ®S. 5 > V8 E S.
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Remember Kazhdan and Lusztig [KL] defined a new basis {C~}xEW of H
ovcr Z[t, t- 1]. The following theorem is one of the main results. lt is proved
in section 4.

TheorelTI 2 Supposc W is cristal/ographic [Bou}, i.c. a Weyl group.

1. For al/ x E W there are objects B x E S - Moll - S, wel/ defined up to

isomorphism, such that [(C~) =< B x > .

2. The B x are indecomposable.

3. Form the graded algebra A = A(W,S; V) = Ends0s(EBxBx)' Then
A = EBi>O Ai lives only in positive degrees. Furthermore the projections
Ix onto-the B x form a basis of AO.

4. The H oms0s(Bxl B y ) are graded free right S -modules of finite rank, via
the right action of 8 on B x or B y equivalently. For any cornmutative
(not necessarily 91'aded) 8 -algebra 8' the canonical map

is an isomorphism. Analoguous statements hold from the le/t.

Remarks:

1. To see that thc B x are weIl defined thc reader should prove a Krull
Remak-Schmidt theorem for finitely generated graded modules over
polynomial rings.

2. Together 3.) and 4.) imply cven a much stronger statement than 2.).
Namely, if we consider the 8-algebra C = 8° then B x 05 C ]S an
indecoInposable 8-module cven if we forget about grading.

3. The theoreIn would imply thc Kazhdan-Lusztig conjectures. Thus it is
a pity we need these conjectures to prove it. In fact I conjecture the
theorem to hold without the assumption that W is a Weyl group.

4. In case C~ = t-1(x) Ly:Sx T y the bimodule B x has a very simple de
scription. Nalnely consider for any y E W the twisted diagonal ß lI =
{(yv, v)} in V x V. Thc regular functions R(ß:sx ) on ß:sx = Uy:Sxö.y

form a graded module over R(V x V) = 8 0 8. Ir we consider this as
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an S-bimodule and shift tbe grading down by l(x) we obtain B x ' In
formulas, B x ~ R(~$x)( -l(x)). For arbitrary x still B x bas support in
tbe closed reduced subscbenle ~$x C V x v.

5. In general, C~ = t-1(x) Lz<x Pz,x(t2 )Tz and H oms®s(Bx , B u) is free as

a right S-module of rank tz Pz ,x(l)Pz,y(I).

6. The last point of the theorelTI can be interpreted as folIows: Consider
A as an algebra over C ® S = S, i.e. as a family of algebras over
SpecS. Then the family A is Rat anel over the generic point it is just a
sum of ]WI matrix algebras of various sizes. On the contrary over the
closed point 0 E h* c SpecS our family A specializes to "the algebra
of category 0", as section 1.6 will show.

1.5 Notations for categories of modules

For any C-algebra Riet R-mod :> R-mof J R-mode denote the categories
of all R-modules, finitely generated R-modules and finite dimensional R
modules respectively. If R is graded, we denote by R - Mod J R - Alof ::)
R - Mode the analoguous categories of graded modules. These notations
generalize in an obvious way to bilTIodules. \Ve often identify S - mod - R
and S ® Ropp - mod etc. If we require binl0dules to be finitely generated
from the left, we write S - mol! - R etc.

1.6 Harish-Chandra bimodules

Let us again go into the general situation. Let g J b J h be a complcx
semisimple Lie algebra, a Borel and a Cartan and (W, S) the associated
Coxeter system. Let U J Z J Z+ be the enveloping algebra, its center anc1
the kernel of the trivial central character. We will restrict our attention to
the direct summand 'H of 'He given by

At the center of our intercst is an exact functor V : 1l --Jo C - mod. It
can be characterized (up to nonunique isomorphism) by the property that
it annihilates all irrec1ucibles exccpt those with maximal Gelfand-Kirillov
dinlcnsion, and maps those (i.e. the irreducible principal series lTIodule L E
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H) to a onedimensional vector space. Certainly the Z-actions on X E H
give rise to a Z-bimodule structure on V X. We can (and will) thus always
regard V as a functor V : H -+ Z - mod - Z. We prove

Proposition 1 There is a natural equivalence V(X0u Y) ~ V(X)0zV(Y)
01 functors 'H X 'H -+ Z - mod - Z.

The category 'H has not enough projectives. However let 1 C Z be a Z+
primary ideal. Then the category H1 = {X E 'H I X 1 = O} has enough
projectives and one of our main results is:

Theorem 3 Let Q E 'H1 be projective. Then for any M E 'H the lunctor V
induces an isom01'phism H om.,,(A1, Q) -+ HomZ0Z(VM, VQ).

Remark: Certainly the same holds when we replace H1 by I'H = {X E 'H I
1X = O}. It does not hold however if we restriet the Z-actions on both sides
simultaneously, i.e. für categories I'H1' with general 1, I'.

Let us consider S = S(h) = R(h-) and denote by ~ : Z -+ S be the
Harish-Chandra hOITIOmorphism, characterized by «z) - z E Un where n i8
the nilradical of b. lf we apply the preceding section with V = h- it produces
for us certain S-bimodules B x , x E W. Via the isomorphisms Z/(Z+)"' =
s/(s+)n induced by <our ideal J C Z with I :> (z+)n produces an ideal
1s C S with 1s ~ (s+)n. In the following theorem we use <to quietly restriet
S-bimodules to Z-bimodules.

Theorenl 4 Let Pi be the indec01nposable projectives 0/ 'H1, suitably para
metrized by x E W. Then V P: ~ Bx/Bx1s as Z-bimodules.

The reasan we are so interested in homomorphisms between projectives is
that for any artinian C-category A with a projective generator P E A actu
ally Jlom.A(P, ) : A -+ mode - EndAP is an equivalence of categories. Now
recall the S &> S-algebra A = A(W, Sj h-) from theorem 2. The two preceding
theorems establish an equivalcnce of categories H1 ~ mode - A/(S <9 1s ). Ir
we put 1 = Z+ the above theorems specialize to results of [803].

1.7 Reformulation in the setup of projective functors

I want to rephrase these theorems in terms of projcctivc functors. Put M =
{M E g - mod I 'tim E M,3n ~ 0 such that (Z+)ß m = O} and consider

8



the category P of projective functors F : M ~ M in the sense of [BG].
Let F;c, x E W be thc indecomposable ones, suitably parametrized such that
Fe = id and Fwo corresponds to the antidominant projective. Let Z be the
completion of Z at Z+. It acts on M. Thus a right and a left action of Z on
P.

For any graded object M (bounded below) let Ni be its completion "along
the graduation". For example S is the completion of S at S+. Certainly (
induces an isomorphism Z = S.

Theorenl 5 1. EndpFwo = S i,;w S canonically. Namely the multipli-
cation Z~ Z~ Endp FWo and the obvio1.ts map Z@ Z~ S 0-;V S are

hotk surjeetions with the same kerneI.

2. Identify S (8)-;w S - mod C S- mod - S as a JulI subcategory. The

funetor V = JIomp(Fwo ' ): P ~ S- mod - S is lully faithlul. We
have V(Fo G) ~ VF~s VG /or all F,G E P.

3. For a suitable parametrization 01 the F;c we have V F;c ~ 13:.
This theorem is merely a reformulation of the theorems in the preceding
section and will not be proved.

1.8 Some extensions of perverse sheaves

For any complex algebraic variety X let V(X) be the derived category with
bounded algebraically constructible cohomology of sheaves of conlplex vector
spaces on x an

• For:F, 9 E V(X) define the graded vector space H omi>(:F, 9)
with Homb(:F,Q) = Homv(:F,Q[i]). Let H(X) be the cohomology ring of
X with complex coefficients. We have the hypercohomology H : D(X) --+

II(X) - M od. Now let G :> B be connected complex algebraic groups with
Lie aIgebras g :> b. On X = G/ B x G/ B consider the diagonal G-action.
The following theorem will be proved at the very end of this paper.

Theorem 6 Let:F, 9 E V(X) be both the inlersection coh07nology complex
01 the closure 0/ sorne G-orbit. Then the canonical map

110m; (:F, 9) --+ H omH(x)(H:F, HQ)

is an isomorphism 0/ graded vector spaces.
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Remarks:

1. The theorelTI will hold as weIl for X = GIP x G/Q with P,Q c G any
two parabolic subgroups.

2. In [S03] wc COlllputed the HF E H(X) - Mod. I describe thc result
in the notations of this paper. Let us put R = R(h) = 8(h*) and
o = O(h*, W) = R/(R+)WR. The section on Hecke algebras produces
for us ccrtain B x E R - M od- R. The Borel picture gives us a surjection
R®R -4 H(X). Then Bx®RC = C®RBx ~ HF as R-bimodules, for
suitable x E W depending on F.

1.9 A duality conjecture

I want to state a duality conjecture closely related to Beilinson-Ginsburg
duality and motivated by unpublished work of Ginsburg. First some gener
alities. For any additive eategory ß let J(b(ß) be the homotopy category of
bounded complexes. For any abelian category A let Db(A) be the bounded
derived category. Let p(A) c A be the full additive subcategory of projeetivc
objeets. Under suitable hypothesis eanonically J(b(p(A)) = Db(A).

Now let [( C Z be the kernel of the composition Z -4 8 -4 O(h, W).
Then 'HK = K'HK = K'H. Let 8 C 0 - mode - C (resp. BC C - Mode - C)
be the full additive subeategory generated by the Ex = B x~s C with x E W
(rcsp. the B x ~s C(i) with x E W, i E Z). Then V induces an equivalence

'p(KHK) ~ Band we get an equivalence Db(KHK) ~ J(b(ß) ,-,:here @t/KU

corresponds to ~c.

Nowas we know already KHK ~ mode - A with A = Endc0c(ffix B x ).

This is a graded algebra and we put Ki{K = Mode - A. I regard it as a
mixed version of KHK. Again Db(KilK) ~ [(b(ß) and the tensor produet is
a fUDetor ®c : J(b(B) X ](b(B) -4 [(b(B). I want to simplify notation and set
T = J(b(B) the "bounded derived eategory of mixed Harish-Chanelra bimod
ules" (with suitable restrietion on the action of the center). It is cquipped
with shifts of complex-degree [n}, shifts of grading of graded modules (i) and
eonvolution ®c to be denoted * from now on.

On the dual siele there ought to exist a triangulated (but not fuIl) subeat
egory 9 in the bounded derived category D(G/ E x GIB) of all nlixed Hoelge
modules on this space (for more ,eanonicity we should take here in fact thc
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fiag manifold of the Langlands dual group) such that (1) if we restriet ob
jects of 9 to G-orhits we get semisimple complexes consisting of sums of Tate
sheaves only and (2) 9 is stahle under convolution and Tate twist. For M
I denote by M(2) the once Tate twisted object usually denoted by A1(1).
Now construct Qby formally adding a root of the Tate twist. Namely put
9 = 9 x 9 and set (M, N)(l) = (N(2), M). This is a triangulatcd category
with autornorphisms (i), [n] and convolution o.

Conjecture 1 There should be an equivalence 0/ triangulated categories K, :

T ~ Qsuch that K(M[n]) = (KM)[n], K(M(i)) = (KM)[-i](-i) and K(AI *
N) = (/\'/\1) 0 (KN). It should transform suitably shi/ted projeetive mixed
IJarish-Chandra bi1nodules to intersection cohomology complexes 0/ c10sures
of G-orbits.

The equivalent catcgories T and 9 with convolution could be regarded as

something like a ring. Then the representation theory of real reductive Lie
groups should be investigated as sOlnething like a module over this ring. This
would lift the actions of Hecke algebras via projective functors cr dually via
convolution with intersection cohomology cornplexes to a higher structural
level, and one nlay hope to be ahle to identify these two actions or, lUDre pre
cisely, their mixed versions, via some "Koszul duality" similar to the duality
conjectured above.

Dreaming in another direction I want to mention that may-be (cf. [BG i])
even A = A(W, S; h*) itself is a Koszul algebra, however with a grading
different from the one we defined on it. In thc sl(2)-case our grading gives
on the qui ver the loop arrow degree two and the two other arrows degrce
one, whereas in case we give all three arrows degree one we obtain a Koszul
algebra.

1.10 Generalizations

Ta save time and indices I have not written this paper in the maxinlal possible
generality. Let me nevertheless formulate the (slightly conjectural) fesults
in full generality. One may define an exact functor V : 'He ~ C - mod
characterized (up to non-unique isomorphism) by the property that it anni
hilates all irreducibles except those of maximal Gelfand-Kirillov dimension,
and maps those to a onedimensional vector space.
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Again this can and will be regarded as a functor V : 'He -7 Z - mod - Z
and proposition 1 continues to hold with 'H replaced by 'HC, Lc. V(X 0u
Y) = V(X) ®z V(Y) naturally. Theorem 3 continues to hold as weil when
we take for 'H any block of 'HC and for I C Z any ideal of finite codimension.
To generalize theorem 4 to the case of regular (but possibly non-integral)
ceniral character is also rather straightforward. Basically we ought to replace
W by the integral \Veyl group. To include singular central characters into
the picture as weIl, we ought to first generalize the section on Hecke algebras
and bimodules, but T think the paper is already thick enough.

1.11 Thanks

I thank Jens Carsten Jantzen and Henning Haahr Andersen for pointing out
errors in a preliminary version.

2 Hecke algebras and bimodules

2.1 Realization of the Hecke algebra via bimodules

For any Coxcter system (W, S) the Hecke algebra

fI = H(W, S) = EB Z[q, q-1]Tx
xEW

is defined over Z[q, q-1] by generators {T~} ~ES and relations T; = (q -l)T& +
qVs E S, T~T t ... T t = TtT~ ... T~ (resp. T~T t ... T~ = TtT& ... T t) with
n factors on both sides in case s, t E S are distinct, st is of order n and n is
even (resp. odd). Later we set H = H 0z[q,q-lj Z[t, t- 1] with q = t2 •

vVe assume from now on that S is finite. As in the introduction let V
be the eomplexified geometrie representation of W, but sinee we work with
iI we have to grade S as usual, Sl = V". So we are interested in the split
Grothendieck group of left S-finite graded S-bimodules < S - Mol/ - S > .
This group is even a ring under 0s. We want to prove:

Theorenl 7 There is a ring homonwrphism [. : iI -+< 5 - M olf - S >
such that [(q) =< 5(1) >, [(.T~ + 1) =< S 05- S > Vs E S.
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Proo/: Let us interpret S - mod - S as the category of all quasicoherent
sheaves on V X V. Consider in V x V the twisted diagonals ~x = {(xv lV) I
v E V} for all x E W. For any subset A C W define ~A = UXEA~x and
consider the ring of regular functions R(A) = R(~A) E S - Mol! - S on
~A' For example, R(x) 0s R(y) ~ R(xy )Vx, Y E W. The proof of the theorem
relies on the following proposition:

Proposition 2 Suppose S = {s,t} and ~W < 00, i.e. W is a finite dihedral
gr01ip. Choose x E W und set A = {w ::; x} C W. Then in S - Mol! - S
there is an isomol'phism

S 0s' R(A) ~ R(A UsA) EB R(A n sA)(l).

Remark: The assumption ~W < 00 should be superfluous.
Proo!: Postponed to thc next subsection.
We deduce the theorem. Without restriction of generality we assurne that W
is a dihedral group. Let us abbreviate notation and set R(~ x) = R( {w ~ x})
for any x E W. Certainly we can define an hOIllomorphism of abelian groups
f, : H --+< 5 - Mol! - 5 > by thc prescription

f,(qn L: T w ) =< R(S: x)(n) > 'Ix E W, n E Z.
w~x

Then f,(q) =< 5(1) > and f,(T~ + 1) =< R(~ s) >=< S 0s~ S > for all
sES, the latter equality by the proposition with x = e the identity of W.

"Ve just have to show that this [ is an algebra homomorphism. For this
it is sufficicnt to check for all x E W, sES the equality

f,((T~ + 1) L T w ) =< S 0s' R(5: x) > .
w:5 x

Now set again A = {w ~ x}. A short calculation in iI shows that

(T~ +1) L T w = L T w +q L T v '

w~x wEAu~A vEAn~A

We compare with the above proposition and are through. q.e.d.
Further remarks to the theorem:

1. Suppose ~W < 00. As above let R(W) denote the ring of regular
functions on the union of all twisted diagonals. Then [ factors over
< R(W) -Mo! >.

13



2. Consider for any FES - moJ - Sand x E W the dimension dx(F) of
its (geometrie) stalk at the generie point of ß x a.nd define the "eycle
map" C :< S - mo/ :... S >~ Z[[W]J by F ~ Edx(F)x. Then thc
eomposition Co E : H ~ Z[[W]] is the evaluation at q = 1 (and faetors
in particular over Z[W] C Z[[W]J).

2.2 Deformation of Schubert calculus

In this subseetion I suppose always ~W < 00. To prove the proposition we
first ha.ve to develop some genera.lities. Any reßeetion s : V ~ V gives
s : S ~ S. If we ehoose an equation a E V· of the refleeting hyperplane V",
we may define the "twisted derivation" 8" = 8: : S ~ S,/ ~ (2a)-1(f -sI).
If X C V is closed and s-stable, then s : S ~ S induees s : R(X) ~
R(X) and R(X) deeomposes into eigenspaees R(X) = R(X)+ EB R(X)-. If
in addition no irredueible eomponent of X lies inside V" then even 8/J : S -t S
induees 8fj : R(X) ~ R(X) and we see that multiplieation by a and 8" are
mutually inverse isomorphisms R(X)- ~ R(X)+ compatible with thc 5 8

_

module struetures.
Now instead of V let us eonsider V x V, with the refleetion s E W aeting

only on the first faetor. The above considerations give us s,8" : S 0 S ~
S 0 Sand evcn s, 8" : R(A) ~ R(A) in ease A C W is s-stable. These are
homomorphisms in S" - mod - S.

Lelllma 1 Let A C W be s-stable. Then S 0s' R(A) ~ R(A) EB R(A)(l) in
S - Mod - S.

Proo/: R(A) = R(A)+ EB R(A)-, S 0s' R(A)+ ~ R(A) by multiplieation and
0: : R(A)+(1) ~ R(A)- is an isomorphism. q.e.d.

Consider thc ring R(W) of regular funetions on the union of all twisted
diagonals. Obviously the left and right aetions of SW on R(W) eoineide.
Therefore a surjeetion S l8lsw S ~ R(W).

Lenlma 2 The surjeetion S 0sw S ~ R(W) is an isomorphism.

Proof: Let !( be the kerne!. Sinee dim(S~swQuotS)= ~W = dim(R(W)l8ls
QuotS) we have ]( l8ls QuotS = O. But S ®sw S is torsionfree as a right S
module, and so is ](. This implies J( = O. q.e.d.

Let Wo E W be the longest element.

14



Proposition 3 Thcre is <I> E R(W) homogeneous 0/ degree l(wo ) such that
<I>Ißx = 0 {:} x =I wo'

Proof{Proposition}: We start with some preparatory lemmata. For x E W we
choose a reduced expression x = SI ••• Sr, Si ES, and form 8x = 861 •• • 86r :

R(W) ~ R(W). Following [BGG] the 8x are weIl defined up to scalars. They
commute with the right S-action.

Lemma 3 For all f E R(W) the element 8wo l belongs to the image 0110 S
in R(W).

ProoJ: For aIl h E R(W) and sES thc element 8tJ h E R(W) is fixcd by s.
So 8wo f is fixed by all sES, hence by W. This proves the lemma.. q.e.d.

Lemma 4 Let I C R(W) be an ideal. Then I + 86 1 is an ideal as weil, for
all sES.

Proof: We need to show that I + 8tJ I is stable undcr left and right 111Ul
tiplication by fES. For the right multiplication this is clear sincc 8tJ

comnlutes with (./). For the le[t multiplication use the formula 86 (Jm) =
(8If f)1n + (sf)(86 m)Vf E S, m E R(W). q.e.d.

After these preparatory lemmas let us now prove the proposition. It
will be irnportant to distinguish hg = h(l 0 g) and gh = (g 0 l)h [or h E
R(W), 9 E S. Choose f E R(W) hOlTIogencous of degree d such that flß x =
OVx =I wo' Certainly 1S is an ideal of R(W), and using the preceding lenlma
repeatedly we find that Lx(8xf)S is an ideal of R(W) as weIl.

Let i : V ---i' Ußx , v 1---+ (v, v) be the diagonal, i~ : R(W) ---i' S the
corresponding comorphism. I claim that

x

Here the inc1usion J is evident since 8wo f = 1.i~(8wof) by lemma 3. lf f = 0
equality is evident a.s weIl. Ir not, we nced

Lemma 5 Suppose f E R(W) is such that flß;r =I 0 {:} x = wo' Then
8yJIß ywo #- 0 and from 8yflß xwo f 0 foilows x ~ y.
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Proo/: From the definition of 8/J we deduce (1) IIß1' = IIß/J1' = 0 =}

8/J/Ißx = 8/Jfl~lJx = 0 and (2) 11~x = 0, fl~/J1' -:f 0 => a/J/I~x =1= 0, 8"1Iß,,x -:f
O. The lemma follows by induction. q.e.d.

So if fl~1' =1= 0 <=> x = Wo the 81'1 are linearly independent for the right S
action on R(W) and the equality (*) follows by counting dimensions in each
degree. Thus indeed L1'(8xf)S = R(W)i~(8wo/). This says in particular that
f = 4>(8wo f) for suitable 4> = cPf E R(W). It is immediate that such a 4> = 4>/
satisfies the conditions of the proposition. q.e.d.

The following proposition should be viewed as adeformation of classical
Schubert calculus [BGG, De].

Proposition 4 1. The space {J E R(W) I fl~x = 0 if x =1= wo} is a
free Tight S ·rnodule 0/ rank one, generated by a homogeneous elernenl
i.p E R(W) 0/ degree l(wo ).

2. The ox'P with x E W form a basis o[ R(W) when considered as a right
S·module.

ProoffProposition}: Let 4> be as in proposition 3. Then 8wo 4> is not zero by
lemma 5 and of degree zero, hence a scalar. The 81'4> are linearily independent
for the right S-action, again by lemma 5, and they generate the right S
module R(W), byequation (*).

To establish the proposition, we prove first

Lemnla 6 For any y E W, the iTnages in R(5: y) 0/ the 8x </>, xwo :::; y JOTln
a basis 01 this right S -module.

Proo/: This follows from three obvious facts: First R( 5: y) is a quotient
of R(W), second o1'4J vanishes on 6 z unless xwo ~ z and third R(5. y) is
generically free of rank I{z 5: y}1 as a right S-module. q.e.d.

Now if f E R(W) vanishes on all ~x except .6.Wo , it is deal' that I = </>h
for suitable h E S (so in particular we can put i.p = </>.) q.e.d.[Proposition}

Finally we get at
ProoffProposition fl}: Recall that in the proposition W was assumed to be a
dihedral group. If x > sx the proposition follows from lemma 1. If x = e it
follows from lemma 2. So suppose x < sx, x =1= e. Then A - sA = {x, rx}
with r E W a reflection. Consider the subspace D.. x + ~rx C V X V. This is
a hyperplane. Let ß E S 0 S be its equation. This is weIl defined up to a
scalar.
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Lemnla 7 R(A) is generated as an object 0/ 5~-mod·S by (the images o/) ß
and 1.

Proo!: R(A) is generated as an object of 5 - mod - 5 by 1. So as an object
of 5~ - mod - 5 by Q = Q lZl 1 and 1. Since degß = 1, the only thing we
have to show is that ß does not lie in the image of (V"')~ ® 1 + 1 0 V.... Now
the orthogonal complement of the latter subspace of (V EB V)'" is the line
V- EB 0 C V EB V. But this is not contained in ß x + IJ. rx ' q.e.d.

Now consider the 5-subbimodule of R(A) generated by ß. Certainly ßl~x =
ßIIJ. rx = O. Remark that ßIßy =f 0 for all y other than x, rx. Indeed it is easy
to see that ß~ + ß z = V x V {::} ß" n ß z = 0 {:} VlI- 1Z = 0 {:} y-l Z

is neither the identity nor arefleetion {::} y =f z but det(y) = det( z). So
ß~ + ß x + ß rx = V x V for any y other than x, rx and thus ßIIJ.y =f 0
for all those y. Thus the 5-subbimodule of R(A) generated by ß has to be
isomorphie to R(A n sA)(l).

Let M C R(A) be the subobjcct in 56 - mod - 5 generated by ß and
consider the short exaet sequence

50s. M C-t 50s. R(A)-+t-coker.

Using lemma 1 and glancing at its proof, SlZls. M ~ R(An sA)(l). Using
lemma 1 again the 50S-action on our three bimodules factors over R(AUsA).
Using lemma 7, coker is a cyclic R( Au sA )-module. Using lern ma 6 ta eou nt
dimensions in each degree, we see that even coker ~ R(A UsA). Thus the
sequence splits. q.e.d.[Proposilion 2}

3 Deformation of projectives in category 0

3.1 Preliminaries concerning differential operators

Recall the notations g :> b :> h, S = S(h), U :> Z. We always write 0c = 12'
and set gR = g 0 R for any comnlutative C-algebra R. In this subseetion
only let M = U 0b S E gs - mod be the "Verma sheaf on h"'". vVe want to
prove:

Theorem 8 Let E, F E g - mod be 01 finite dimension.

1. Homgs(E 0 AI, P 0 M) is a Iree S-module 0/ rank dim(E 0 p*)h.
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2. For any cOlnmutative S-algebra S' the canonical homomorphism
Homgs(E &; M, F @ M) ®s S' -+ H on~gs,(E ® M ®s S', F @ M @s S')
is an isomorphism.

ProoffTheore1n}: For any gs-module Niet EndsN be ag-module via thc
adjoint action and let fndsN C EndsN be thc subspace of adg-finite endo
morphisms. We deduce the theorem from the following

Proposition 5 For any comm'll,tative S-algeb1'a S' the multiplication induces
an isomorphism U ~z S' -+ fndsJ(U 0b S').

Remark: If we put S' = SI(ker)..) with)" E h*, we obtain Joseph's description
of the adg-finite endomorphisms of a Verma module ([Ja], 7.25).

Before we prove the proposition, let us deduce the theorem. Indeed, we
get

Homgs(E0M,F®M) = lIomg(E®F*,EndsM)
= Hom g (E®F*,U0z S)

and thus 1.) follows directly from Kostant's description of U as an Z-adg
module. I leave to thc reader the (similar) proof that the proposition implies
2.). q.e.d.{TheoTem}
Prooff?roposition}: First check that the multiplication Utg;S' -+ Ends ,(U0b
S') faetors over U ®z S'. We mayassurne S' = Sand then this follows from
the definition of the Harish-Chandra homomorphism ~ : Z -+ S.

To prove that our map is an isomorphism we need some geolnetry. Let
G :> B :> H be conneeted algebraie groups with Lie algebras g :> b :::> h
and eonsider the principal H-bundle 7r : OI(B,B) -+ GIB, with thc right
H-aetion given by g(B,B)t = gt(B,B)Vt E J1. Denote it by 7r : :Y -+ X.
This l/-bundle is G-equivariant. Let 'Dy be the sheaf of algebraie differential
operators on Y.

Now the "relative enveloping algebra" U = (1r:Dy)H is an sheaf of s
algebras on X (see [BB2]) and the operator representation U -+ r(y, V y )

givcs us an algebra homomorphism U -+ f(X,U). More generally, U' =
U 0s S' is an sheaf of S'-algebras on X and we get an algebra homomorphism
a : U 0 S' -+ f(X,U' ).

By local eonsiderations the geometrie stalk U'IU'me of U' at e = B E
GIB = X is a faithful module over f(X,U'). The eonstant differential op
erator 1 on Y leads to v E U' IU'nl e • Restriet U' IU'me to U ~ S' via 0'.

Universal properties give us a U 0 S'-morphism U 0b S' -+ UIIU'm e such
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that 101 I-t v. This can he checked to he an isomorphism. We deduce that
a factors through ß : U ®z S' ---+ r(X,U').

To prove the proposition, consider the following commutative diagraIn:

U@zS'
ß!

f(X,U')

---+ Ends'(U 0b S')
11

-4 Endsl(U'IU'm e )

with the horizontal arrows given by multiplication. We need only show that
ß and I are isomorphisms.

vVe start out with ß. In case S = S' it is weIl known to be an iso
mo.rphism, see e.g. [S02]. To prove the general case we just need to know
that f(X,U ®s S') = f(X,U) ®s S'. Now for any S-module N the coho
mology groups HlI(X,U ®s N) vanish for v > 0, thc argument being thc
same as in the special case N = S treated in [802]. Thus the two functors
N I-t f(X,U 0s N) and N 1---+ r(X,U) ®s N are hoth exact. Since the natu
ral transformation [rom the second to the first is obviously an isomorphism
in case N = S, it has to be an isomorphism in general. So indeed ß is an
isoD10rphism.

Finally we have to show that / is an isomorphism. The argument is a
new version of [S02], 3.4. Consider the commutative diagram

f(X,U') :1 D 1---+ 4>D(g) = (g-1 D)(v)
~

{cP: G ---+ U'IU'm e 1 cP regular, 4>(gb) = b-1 tP(g)Vg E G,b E B}
/

Ends' (U' IU'nl e ) 3 f 1---+ 4>J(g) = (g-1 f)( v)

Here we have quietly integrated the adjoint g-action on Ends' (U' IU'm e ) to
aG-action - to do this without thinking, assurne G simply connected.

Certainly g acts on U' IU'nl e = U 0b S'. On the other hand, B aCLS on
U' IU'ITIe as this is the stalk of the G-equivariant fight Ox-module U' at the
point e E X fixed by B. This action is given by b(1l ® s) = (Ad(b)(1l)) ® S, as
the reader may check himself. However on Ends' (U' IU'm e ) the diffefe~tialof
the B-action coincides with the restriction of the g-action to b. This proves
that cPJ has the correct transformation property.

vVe have already seen that I is injective. For any G-equivariant fight
Ox-module U' the map D 1---+ tPD is a bijection. To force / to be bijective,
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it suffices to show that I 1-+ </>1 is injective. But 4>J =0 =} (ul)(v) =
(u</>1 )(e) = 0 for all u E U. Ir I#-O there is some u E U such that I(uv) #- 0,
sinee I is S'-linear. Assurne this u to be of minimum possible dcgrcc. Then
(u.I)(v) = I(uv) f. 0 and this eontradiction proves injectivi ty of f 1-+ 1>1'
q. e. d. [Proposition}

3.2 Deformation of projectives

COllsider the classical category 0 = O(g, b) = {M E g - mof I M is
locally finite over band semisimple over h}. For any ..\ E h* consider the
Verma. module M(..\) = U 0b C)., its unique irreducible quotient L(..\) and
the projective cover P(..\) of L(..\) in O. Let h* ::> R ::> R+ ::> ~ be the dual
of h, the roots of g, tbe roots of band thc simple roots. Let P(R) C h· be
the wcight lattice.

Under the action of h our category 0 deeomposes ioto 0 = EB OA where A
runs over all shifted weight lattices A E h* / P(R). Let p E h* be the half surrl
of positive roots. Set A+ = {..\ E A 1< ..\ + p, ä >rt {-1, -2, ...}Va E R+}.
Under the action of Z C U and using Ollee more the action of h, the OA

decompose further into OA = EB 0). where ..\ runs over A+.
The 0). cannot be decomposed further. Let the dot action of W on h* be

defined by w . ..\ = w(..\ + p) - p. The simple objects of 0). are precisely thc
L(JL) with /-l E (W . ..\) n (..\ + ZR). For any ..\, /-l E A+ there is a translation
functor O~ : 0). -t 0ll (see [Ja]).

Now let T = S(O) be the Iocal ring of SpecS at 0 E h* eSpeeS. We are
going to define for any A E h* / P(R) a full additive subcategory DA ~ gT 
mol along with a decomposition DA = $).EA+ D). and translation functors
O~ : V).. -t V JJ for any two A, JL E A+. I think of the objects of VA (resp. V)..)
as deformations of projectives in OA (resp. 0).).

Let us give the definitions! I will be rather short, since most of the
material is treated in [S03]. First define for any ~ E h* the "de[onned
Verrna" Al). E gT - mol by Al). = U ®b (C>. ® T). Here b acts on C). as
usual, on T via b ---+ h ---+ S ---+ T and on (C). ~ T) via the tensor product
action. Then let V(.\) C gT - rnof be the ruH subcategory consisting of all
direct summands o[ modules of the farIn E 0 M). with E E g - rnode •

Now V(A) decomposes under the action of Z~T. Namely, for any maxilnal
ideal X e Z denote by Vx(A) the category of an M E V(A) such that
suppM C Spee(Z 0 T) has (X, m) as its unique closed point, where meT
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is thc maximal ideal. On c10sed points the Harish-Chandra homomorphisITI
gives e : h* -+ MaxZ. In this notation V('x) = EBxee(A) V x (..\) with A =
..\ + P(R).

On the other hand V(..\) decomposes under the action of h 0 T. Namely,
for any J.L E h* and M E gT - mod defille the Jl-eigenspaec MP. C M by
Mt! = {v E M I Xv = (X + IJ.(X))VVX E h} where the left hand siele
multiplication is to be understood with X Ehe g, hut the fight hand siele
with X + Jl(X) E SeT. Then MP. C M is a T-submodule, and for all
c E h* /ZR the subspace Me = EBp.Ee MP. C M is a gT-submodule of M.

Now let again ..\ E h* be arbitrary and set A = A+ P(R). One verifies
that auy M E V(.\) deCOlTIposes as T-module into M = EBP.EA Mp. and as gT
module into M = EBCEAjZR Me. This gives evcn a decomposition of eategories
V(..\) = EBcEAjZR 'DC

(..\).

For any 11. E Adenote hy fi its image in A/ZR and set Vj.j('x) = 'D ii (..\) n
Ve(p.) (..\). With these notations we havcthe deeomposition 'D(..\) = EBj.jEA+ Vp.(,X).

Let prp. : V(..\) -+ 'Vj.j(..\) be the projecqon functors along this decomposi
tion. For any two 11., v E A+ we defille the translation funetor ()~ : 'Dp.(..\) -+

'D,,(A) by ()~M = prv(E 0 M) whcre E E g - mod is finite dimensional with
extremal weight v - J.l. We have the adjointness (B~, O~).

If both ..\, Jl E h* are dominant regular and ..\ + P(R) = Jl + P(R) thcn
O~M>. = Mj.j so in particular V(A) = V(Jl). For A E h*/P(R) we put 'DA =
V(..\) with ..\ E A. any dominant regular element, and for IL E A+ we set
'Dp. = 'Dp.('x) . .These definitions do not depend on the choice of A and thc
translation functors O~ : Vj.j -+ V v are weIl defined.

Now I want to explain the userul properties which make it worthwhile to
define these deformations.

Theorem 9 1. For any two M, N E VA the space Homgr (M, N) lS a
Iree T -module 0/ finite rank.

!!. For any commutative T -algebra T' the canonical map
HomgT(M,N)®TT' -+ HomgT,(M0TT',N®TT') is an isomorphism.

Proo/: This follows from tbe definitions and theorem 8. q.e.d.

Theorem 10 1. The specialization 0 T C : VA -+ 01'1. gives a bijeetion
between objeets 0/ VA and projeciives in 0 A (both considered up Lo
isomorphism) .
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2. The translation funetors commute with specialization.

Proof: 2.) is clear. 1.) is proved in [803]. In some sense it is a refined and
disguised version of the "classification of projective functors" theoreITI froIu
[BG]. q.e.d.
More generally, let leT be an ideal of finite codimension. Let I as weH
denote InS. On any M E g - mod which is locally finite over h thc nilpotent
part of the h-action gives rise to a morphism S --t EndgM. Let GI consist
of all locally b-finite M E g - mol such that this S-action factors over
SI I. We have analoguously to category 0 (the case I = m) decompositions
GI - m. VI 0 1 - m. 0 1 and translations OJJ . VI --+ 0 1

-w 11.' A-Q} " "." IJ'

Theorem 11 1. The l-specialization 0rTII : VA --+ Gi gives a bijeetion
between objects of VA and projectives in G~ (both considered up to
isomorphism) .

2. The translation functors commute with I -specialization.

Proo!: 2.) is clear. For 1.) remark that M" 0r TII is projective in GI, for
aH dominant .x E h*. Thus for all MEV11. the object M 0T T / I is projecti ve
in Oi. Then the statement follows [rom the preceding theorem. q.e.d.
On the other hand the situation over the generic point is easy. Put Q =
QuotT. Certainly h* C hQ. Consider in hQ also the "tautological weight"
r whose restrietion to h C hQ is given as the identity to h C S C Q. For
A E h* IP(R) the category OA+T = OA+T(gQ, bQ) decomposes as OA+T =
EB"EA 0"+,, and the summands are semisimple with only one simple object,
name1y the irreducible Verma module M(..\ + r) over gQ.

Theorem 12 1. Specialization to the gcneric point is a functor 0TQ :
VA --+ OA+T and maps V" to EBJJ 0JJ+T where Jl runs over (ZR + .x) n
(W· .x).

2. Under ®rQ the translation O~' : D" --+ D", decomposes into the lnatrix
of functors (T::') for /-l E (ZR +.x) n (W· .x), p.' E (ZR + .x') n (W . A')
with T::' = O~~+/ (resp. T::' = 0) i! there exists (resp. doesn't exist)
w E W such that w . .x = p, w . .x' = p'.

Proo!: Left to the reader.
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3.3 Endomorphisms of deformed antidominant pro
jectives

To save energy and indices, let us henceforth restrict our attention to the
integral case. Let Wo E W be the longest element. For A E P(ll)+ let
P>.. E V>.. be the deformation of the antidominant projective P(wo • A) E 0>...
Set W>.. = {w E W 1 W'A = A}. Let h>.. : Z&;T ~ T0TWTbe thecomposition

Z &; T e~i1 S (l) T (+>")~id S fi!) T ~ T fi!)Tw T, where (+A) : S ~ S denotes the
comorphism of (+A) : h$ ~ h-.

Theorem 13 ASSUlne A E P( R)+. Then the multiplication Z fi!) T ~ EndP>..
is a surjection, h>. : Z (l) T ~ T ®TW T has image TW>. 0TW T and bolh these
maps have the same kernel. So T W >. <9Tw T = EndP>. canonically.

Now let A, JL E P(R)+ and assurne W~ C W>.. Then certainly O~P>. ~ Pw

Theorem 14 We have a commutative diagraln

T W >. (l)Tw T ~ EndP>..
1 (}~ 1

TWI-l 0Tw T ~ EndP#"

where the left vertical arrow is just the inclusion.

Now let us give the proofs.
Proof[Theorem 13): For regular A this is just a step in the proof of the
Endomorphismensatz of [S03], although it is not explicitely stated tbere. \·Ve
can however argue in thc opposite direction as weIl. From theorem 12 we
obtain a commutative diagram

EndgTP>..
!

~ EndgQ (ffiM(J-l +T)).

Z<9T ~

!
Z(l)Q

If we read it carefully, it proves that kerh>.. annihilates P>... By some invaria.nt
theory imh>.. = TW>. GSlTw T. Thus a map TW>. 0TW T ~ EndP>... Sincc it
induces isomorphisn1s on the generic point and the closed point of SpeeT,
the latter by tbc Endomorphismensatz of [803], it has to be an iSOlnorphisIl1.
q.e.d.{Theorem 13}
Proof{Theorem 14}: It certainly suffices to check commutativity over the
generic point, i.e. after applying (l)TQ. But then this follows from sOlne
thinking and theorem 12. q.e.d.[Theorem 14)
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3.4 Homomorphisms between deformed projectives

Let us fix A E P(R)+. Let us abreviate TW>. = T>'. Remember PA E V>.
and the surjection T>' ® T---*EndP>.. Thus we have a functor V = V>. =
HomgT(P>., ): gT - mod -+ T>' - mod -T.

Theorem 15 For any two M, N E V>. the canonical map

is an isomorphism.

We will start out proving approximations to this theorem. Remark first that
for any commutative T-algebra T' alld M E 'D>. we have canonically

V(A1 ®r T') = HomgT(P>., M ®T T')
= HOHl,gT'(P>, 0T T', M ®T T')
- HomgT (P>., M) ®T T' by theorelTI 9
= (VM) ®TT'.

Choose now an ideal leT of finite codimension and set V{ = V>. ®T T /1 C
gT - mod. By theorem 11 the category 'Vi consists just of the projective
objects in Oi and certainly HomgT (Al,N) = Homg(M,N)VM,N E Vi. \,Ve
show as a first approximation to our theorem:

Proposition 6 For any M, N E Vi the canonical map

is an isomorphism.

Proof: We make an induction on the codimension of I. For I = nl the
proposition reduces to the "structure theorem" of [803]. 80 suppose I C J c
T are two different ideals, J / I ~ C alld thc theorem is known for J already.

Since N is free over T / I, there is a short exact sequence

in 01. Since M is projective in Gi, the sequence H omg(M, E) is exact a.s
weIl. On the other hand the preceding remarks show that V E is the sequence
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By theorem 9 the right T -module V N is free over TI I, thus V E is also exact.
So IJomTJ.0T(VM, V E) is left exact.

Consider the obvious map of sequences

1/omg(M,E) -+ IIomTJ.0T(VM, VE).

It is an isomorphism on both ends, by the structure theorem and thc incluc
tion hypothesis. It i8 an injection in the middle, since N has a Vcrma flag, so
socN is a direct surn of copies of the irreducible Verma module. We conclude
by a diagram chase that our map of sequences is also an isomorphism in thc
middle. q.e.d.

Let 0:\ c g-mod be the full subcatcgory of modules of finite lenght with
all composition factors in 0>.. In other words, O:\' = UGi. The nilpotent part
of the h-action on objects of O:\, gives rise to an S-action which extends to
aT-action. Thus O:\' embeds as a full subcategory in gT - 1TIod.

Corollary 1 Let Q E V! be pro;'ective. Then for any M E O:\, the canonical
map

is an isomorphism.

Proof: For M E O{ projective this is the proposition. For M E O{ arbitrary
use a projective resolution. For M E Of arbitrary one restriets to AlI JAl.
q.e.d.
Proof{Theorcm}: In the following discussion we will concentrate on the right
T-module structures of all our objects. At the generic point of SpecT our
map V of the theorem is an isomorphisrn, since there by theorem 12 all
objects of V)" decolnpose into sums of irreducible Verma modules. Thus V
is injective and its cokernel cokerV is torsion.

Now consider for any ideal leT of finite codimension the comnlutative
diagram

HomgT(M,N) 0 T TII
1

H omgT(M 0T TI I, N 0T TI I)

-+ 1/OffiTJ.0T(VM, V N) 0T TI I
1

-+ I]omTJ.0T(VM 0T TI I, V N 0T TII).

The left vertical and lower horizontal are already known to be isomorphisms,
by theorenl 8 anel the preceding proposition. Thus V : HomgT(M, N) -+
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H O1nT>'~T(VM, V N) induces a split injection on the completions at 111 E
SpecT. Now completion is exact on noetherian T-modules, thus (cokerV)" =
coker(V"). This is Cl. submodule of H omT>'~T(VM, V N)" via the splitting
and is torsion over T since cokerV iso But HomT>'0T(V M, V N) clearly is
torsion free a.s a T-Inodule, thus its completion is torsion free over T as weIl.
These statements together show cokerV = 0, Le. V is an ison10rphisIl1.
q.e.d.[TheoremJ

3.5 Relation with translations

For any A E P(R)+ let us denote C).. = EndP).. = TW>. ®TW T. We thus have
the functor V).. : V).. -+ C).. - mod. Now suppose J.L E P(R)+ as weIl and
W~ C W)... Let res~ : C~ - mod -+ C).. - mod be the restriction.

Theorem 16 The following diagrams commute:

V~ -+ CJJ - mod V).. -+ C).. - mod
()~ ! 1res~ o~ ! ! H omc>. (C JJ , )

V).. -+ C).. - mod V JJ -+ C~ - mod

It is userul to have in mind as weIl:

Proposition 7 There is an equivalence 0/ Junctors

C~0c>. ~ H omc>. (C~, ): C).. - mod -+ CJJ - mod.

Proof[TheoremJ: Certainly O~J\ ~ PJJ and by theorem 14 the induced map
on endomorphisms is just the indusion C).. -+ CJJ. Thus for any Q E V~ we
have

VO~Q Hom(P).., O;Q)
= Hom(O~P)..,Q)

= H om(PJJ , Q)
= res~(VQ),

and the first diagraIn commutes.
In particular VO~PJJ I'J CJ-l. as C)..-module and also as C~-module, wherc

the latter action comes [rom the CJJ-action on PJJ' Thus

V()~Q = I{om(P~,O~Q)

= IIom(O;P~, Q)
- JIomc>. (VO~P~, VQ)
- Homc>.(C~,VQ).
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q.e.d.[Theorem}
Proo/[Proposition}: Both functors are exact and strongly additive, thus wc
need only check CIJ ~ H omc" (CIJ, CA) as CIJ-modules. A silly hut quick
way to see this is to put Q = PA in the preceding sequence of equations.
q. e. d. [Proposition}

For any sES we have the wall crossing functor ()IJ : 'Do -+ 'Do defined
by elJ = O~B~ where ,,\ E P(R)+ has stabilizer W.\ = {e, s}. Remark that
EndPo = Co = T ®TW T = S ®TW T. Thus we may interpret V as a functor
V : V o -+ S - mod - T. Certainly V Mo = T. Furthermore

Lemma 8 VOfj ~ S 0St V : V o -+ S - mod - T.

Proo/: This follows from the above theorem and proposition. q.e.d.

4 Hecke algebras and bimodules, revisited

In this section W is always a Weyl group. It acts on h by the reflection
representation and we set S = S(h).

4.1 Same results on bimodules

Let B o , B ß E S - M od - S be both of the form S ®St S ... 0st S for suitable
s, . .. , t E S depending on Q, ß.

Proposition 8 IIonl.S0s(B,n B ß) is a free right (and left) S -module 0/ finite
rank.

Proo/: By lemma 8 of the preceding subsection there are objects Pa, Pß E 'Do
such that V Po :: Ba ®s T, V Pß ~ Bß ®s T. But

IIOQ1gT(Fa ,Pß ) = HomS0T(VPa , VPß)

= Homs0s(B a ,Bß)0s T

is a free right T-module of finite rank by theorem 9. Since Homs0s(B a , Bß)

is graded and finitely generated, this proves the proposition. q.e.d.

Proposition 9 For any commutative (not necessarily graded) S -algebra S'
the canonical map HOmS0S(B a , B ß) 0s S' -+ J!oms08,(B a 08 S', B ß 08 S')
is an isomorphis7n.
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Proof: We first show this for 5' = So = C. Indeed

Homs~s(Ba,Bp)®s So = Homs~T(Ba ®s T,Bp ®s T) ®T SO
= BomgT(Pcr , Pp) ®T SO by theorem 15
= Ilomg(Pa ®T SO, Pp ®T SO) by theorem 9
= Homs~so (Ba e>T So, B p ®T SO) by proposition 6.

Now we want to deduce the case of arbitrary 5'. We need

Lemma 9 Let f : B' ---+ H be a 7norphism 01 graded free 5 ~modulcs 01 finite
rank and suppose the specialized map B' e>s So ---+ II ®s So is an injection.
Then f is a split injcetion.

Proof[Lemma): First specialize to the generic point. Put Q = QuoiS. Then
dirnQ(coker f)®sQ ~ rk(H)-rk(B'). By the assumptions dimc(coker f)t6Js
So = rk(JI) - rk(H'). But for general reasons

dimQ(cokerf) ®s Q ~ dimc(cokerf) 0s 50

and since coker f is graded equality implies it is free. Hence coker f is free
over Sand dimQ(coker f) 0s Q = dimQ(H ®s Q) - dimQ(H' ®s Q). This in
turn implies that f induces an injecLion H' C:9s Q ---+ H C:9s Q, and since H' is
torsion free f has to be an injection itself. But cokerf is free, thus f is split.
q.e.d.[Lemma]

Using this lemma, we show

Lelnma 10 Let H' ---+ JI ---+ H" be a complex 01 graded Iree 5 -modules of
finite rank and suppose the specialized complex H' ®s So ---+ H 0s So ---+

H" 0s So lelt exaet. Then the comp/ex itsell is left exact and spUIJ i.e.
isomorphie to a complex B' ---+ B' EB H~ ---+ lIf EB Hf' with the obvious maps.

Proo!: Apply the preceding lemma twice. q.e.d.
Now we prove the proposition for S' arbitrary. Indeed, we just have La

show that for all /11 E S - mod the canonical map

can: H01TIS0S(Ba,Bß) ®s M ---+ Iloms0s(Bcn B ß0s M)

is an isomorphism. Let F = {(S 0 s)m ---+ (S 0 s)n ---+ Ba} be a graded ffee
resolution of Ba. We get a morphism of sequences
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By the case S' = SO which we did already, this is an isomorphislTI for
M = So. In particular 11oms0s(F, B ß) (?)s So is Ieft exact. ThllS by the
preceding lemma H O1ns0s(F, B ß) is left exact and split as a sequence of
right S-modules, thus H oms0s(F, B ß) 0s M is left exact for any M. This in
turn shows that can is always an isomorphism. q.e.d.

4.2 Realization of the Kazhdan-Lusztig basis via bi
modules

We now prove theorClTI 2 from the introduction. Basically we showed part
4.) in the preceding subsection. In addition to this information we have to
use theorem 7 and the results of [S03].
Proof{Theorem 2}: 1.) We establish the existence of the B x . This is done
by an induction on the lenght of X, the case x = e being trivial. Recall the
coinvariants C = 5/ (S+) W S. In [S03] we defined certain Eu E C - Mode - C
and DlJ-l = E y ®c C E C - Mode. It is clear from the definitions that
B y ==- BlJ ®s C and Dy-l ,..... B u 0s So if B u happens to exist. I simplify
notation and put D y = Dy-l.

Now suppose B x is already constructed and sx > x for same sES.
Then C:C~ = C:x + Ly<x n(s,x,y)C~ with n(s,x,y) suitable intcgers 2:: O.
Consider the graded ring Ends0S (S( -1) (?)s. B x ). We have

Ends(S( -1) (?)s. B x 0s SO)
Ends(S( -1) 0s. D x ).

By [S03] weknow that S(-1)0s.Dx ~ D"xEBEBu<xn(s,x,y)Du. By theEr
weiterungssatz of [S03] the endomorphisms of this object live only in degrees
~ O. Thus the same is true for Ends®s (S( -1) 0s. B x ) and in degree zero wc
get a ring isomorphislTI En40s(S( -1)0s.Bx ) -7 En4(S( -1)0s.Dx). Let p
be thc projection onto Du on the right hand side, and denote its preimage by
pas weH. This idempotent induces a decomposition 50s. Bx = imp EB kerp
such that imp 0s So ~ D"x and kerp 0s So ~ EBy<x n(s, x, y)D II • Now if
M, N E S - Moll - S are such that < M >,< N >E &(rt) we know
that At 0s So ~ N 0s 50 implies M ~ N, say since under the action of
1i on < C - Mode > the annihilator in 1i of < C > is zero. In particu
laI' kerp ~ fBy<x n(s, x, y)BYl and it foHows that t(C~x) =< imp > . Thus
B$x = imp does the job.
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2.) By construction Hx 05 So rv D x and D x is indecomposable.
4.) is clear from the preceding subsectioll.
3.) Remark that by 4.) Ends0S (EBx B x) 0s So = Ends(EBx D x ). By the

Erweiterungssatz the laUer ring lives only in positive degrees and its degree
zero part is the span of the projections along the direct sumo From this 3.)
follows immediately. q.e.d.[Theorem 2}

4.3 Deformations of projectives, revisited

The Lx = L(x- l
• 0) E 0 0 for x E W represcnt the simple objects of this

category. For any ideal leT of finite codimension let Pi E 0 1 be the
projective cover of Lx in 0 1 •

Proposition 10 We have VPi ~ B x 05 T /1 fOT all x E W.

Proof: Let p~ E 'Do be the deformation of the above projective. Vve
proceed by induction on the lenght of x, thc case x = e being trivial.
Suppose the theorem is established for x and sx > x for sES. Cer
tainly OIlP;' ~ PII~ EB EBII<x n(s, x, y)P~ with the above notations, by the
Kazhdan-Lusztig conjectures and theorem 10. On the other hand S0stf B x rv

B u EB EBy<x n(s, x, y)B II when we {orget about grading. If we apply V to
the first equation and 0 sT to the seeond, the left hand sides are iSOlTIOr
phic by lemma 8. Thus the right hand sides are isomorphie as weIl. Ir
we then apply ®TTI I to them and use the induction hypothesis, indeed
VP!x = Vp~ fi)T TI! = B llx 0T TI!. q.e.d.

5 Harish-Chandra bimodules

5.1 Construction and uniqueness of V

Reeall {rOln the introduetion the eategory 1i of Harish-Chandra bilnodules
with generalized trivial central character from both sides. We want to estab
lish the existenee and unicity of an exact functor V : 1i -+ C - mod such that
V annihilates all irreducibles exeept the irreducible principle series L E H
and dirnV L = 1. This should be clear for general reasoilS. In our special
situation we can procede a.s follows: Choose projective covers pn in H(z+)n
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of L, choose surjections P"+l----*P" and set V X = lirIJ H om7-{{P" , X) for
X E H. There is our functor.

If V' is another one, choose v E V'L, a compatible system of surjections
P"~L and a compatible system of preimages v" E V'P" of v. Then the
maps VX = lirrt Hom7-{(P",X) --+ V'X given by {I"} ~ (V'I")(v") for
n ~ 0 are easily seen to define an equivalence of functors.

5.2 Homomorphisms to projective objects

To establish certain properties of V we give another construction. Recal1
the category O~ from subsection 3.4. In [Sol] I construct an equivalence
H = O~. This commutes with the Ieft Z-actions on these categories. On the
other hand e:Z -t S induces an isomorphism Z" = S" of the completions
at Z+ (resp. S+) of Z (resp. S) and this way the fight Z"-action on Tl
corresponds to the S"-action on 0 0 given by the nilpotent part of the h
action.

Now remember our deformed antidominant projective Po E V o with
EndgTPo = T ~TW T and the functor V o = HomgT(PO, ) : gT - mod ---+

T ~TW T - mod. Consider the composition H = 00:' -t T ~TW T - mode ---+

T - mode - T --+ Z - mode - Z, the last arrow given by restrietion via
~ : Z -t T. This functor has the characterizing properties, so we just con
structed our old V : H -t Z - mod - Z in a rather akward way. However we

get directly for any Z+ -primary ideal] C Z :

Theorem 17 Let Q E 'HJ be p1·ojeetive. Then for any M E Tl the funetor
V induces an isomorphism JI om1{(A1, Q) ---+ H omZ0Z(VM, VQ).

Proof: Translate corollary 1 from subsection 3.4. q.e.d.

Theorem 18 Let PI be the indecomposable projectives of 'HJ, suitably pa1'a

metrized by x E W. Then VPI ~ B:c/BxIs as Z-bimodules, where 1s C S
denotes the s+ -primary part of ~(I)S.

Praof: Translate proposition 10 from subsectionDpr. q.e.d.

Proposition 11 H/kerV = T ~TW T - mode.

Proof: Clear. q.e.d.
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5.3 The functor V commutes with tensor products

Let GKdim : 'H --+ {-oo, 0,1, 2, ...} be the Gelfand-Kirillov dimension.

Lemma 11 GI(dimX 2:: GI(dimX ®u Y :s; GKdimY for all X, Y E 'H.

Proof: [Ja], 10.3. q.e.d.
Let 1 C Z be a Z+ -primary ideal. All projectives of 'Hf are direct SUlTI

mands of U-bimodules of the forill E ® U j IU for E E g - mode. Here
the Ieft g-action is the tensor product action, but the right g-action is
just the action on the second factor. So all projectives of 'Hf (resp. fH)
are projective as right (resp. left) U j lU-modules. Consider the bifunctor
®u = ~U/fU : 'Hf x IH --+ H. We note Tori its higher derived functors.
They depend on 1. The Tori can be computed using a projective resolution
in either variable. Thus the preceding lemma generalizes to

Lemma 12 GI(dimX ~ GI(dimTori(X,Y) :s; G1(dimY!or all X E Hf,
Y E I 'H, i ~ O.

Froo/: Already given. q.e.d.
Now consider the irreducible principal series L = soc(U j Z+U). The short

exact sequence L ~ UjZ+U~coker gives us an exact sequence

TorI (coker, L) --+ L 0u L --+ L~coker @U L

and appIying V to it, we see

Len1ma 13 The composition L ®U L --+ U jZ+U ®u L
isomorphism V(L ®u L) ~ V(L).

L induces an

Froo!: Already given. q.e.d.
Remember the projective system pn from subsection 5.1 giving rise to V.

Choose a nonzero map pI --+ U j Z+U. Using universal properties choose a
map 4>1 : pI --+ pI 0u pI such that the diagram

pI --+

1
UjZ+U =

pI 0u pI

1
UjZ+U 0u UjZ+U
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commutes. Using universal properties again, choose inductively maps cPn
pn -+ pn ®u pn for all n such that

pn -+ pn ®u pn

! !
pn-l -+ pn-l ®u pn-l

commutes. These choices give us a natural transformation 4> : V(X) 0
V(Y) -+ V(X 0u Y) between functors H x H -+ C - mod, by setting
4>({/n} 0 {9n}) = {4>n 0 (In (99n)}'

By naturality this induces a natural transformation 4> : V(X)0z V(Y) -+

V(X ®u Y) between functors 'H. x 'H. -+ Z - mod - Z.

Proposition 12 FOT all X, Y E 1-(. this map cPX,Y : V(X) ®z V(Y) -+

V(X 0u Y) is an isomorphism.

Pro0/: First we show surjectivity. Let X" -+ X --*X' be right exact. If
for some Y both cPx',Y and 4>x",Y are surjections, then tPx,Y is surjective as
weIl by a diagram chase. With the same argument on the other side, we
are reduced to show tPx,Y is surjective for simple X, Y. This in turn is clcar
from lemma 11 if (X, Y) 1= (L, L) and from lemma 18 if (X, Y) = (L, L). So
indeed tPx,Y is always a surjection.

To prove bijectivity, we may without restrietion assurne X E H1 projec
tive and Y E 11f, for same Z+~primary ideal I c Z. For X projective in 1{J
we know it is projective in mod - U/ IV. We also know V(X) is a ffee right
Z/ I -module, by theorem 18. Thus for projective X E 1{J both the functors
V(X 0u Y) and V(X) 0z V(Y) are exact for Y E I'H. We just have to show
equality of dimensions for simple Y. For Y sinlple, Y =I L both sides vanish
and there is no problem. To show equality for Y = L then is equivalent to
showing equality for Y = V/IV. In this case it is dear. q.e.d.

5.4 Some extensions of perverse sheaves

For any complex algebraic variety X let D(X) be the bounded derived cate
gory of the category of mixed Hodge modules [Sa] on X and let D(X) be as
in the introduction. Let uow X = UwEW X w be stratified, W some finite set.
Suppose (1) the strata are irreducible and smooth and (2) their cohomology
is pure. Let Cw E D(Xw ) be the intersection cohomology complex, Le. thc
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constant variation R placed in degree -dimcXw. Let Lw E D(X) be its
middle extension. Both these objects are pure of weight dimcXw' Suppose
(3) that for any inclusion i : Xv ~ X the object i-Lw E D( Xv) is pure of
the same weight and further that (4) i-Lw ~ EBv n~,wCtJ[v] in V(Xv ).

Proposition 13 Suppose the stratified space X satisfies (1) through (4).
Then (1) the hypercohomology induces an injeetion

and (2)

dimcExt;(Lv,Lw) = L n~,znL,zdimcHa(xz).
a+i+j=v,zEW

Proof: Certainly Ext;(Lv,Lw) = HVR.rtom(Lv, Lw). Now this hypercoho
mology is the limit of a spectral sequence with Erterm

Ef,q = Hp+qi~R.'H01n(Lv, Lw)

where i p denotes the inclusion of the union X p of all strata of codimension
p. But i~n'Hom(Lv,Lw) = n1iom(i;Lv,i~Lw) and thus by our purity as
sumptions the spectral sequence degenerates at the Erterm. This proves
the formula 2.).

To prove statement 1.) remark that also HV.cv is the limit of a spectral
sequence Ef,q = Hp+qi~Lv which also degenerates at this term for reasons of
purity. We just have to show that any nonzero morphism f : Lv ~ Lw[V]
in 'D(X) induces a nonzero morphism i~f : i~..cv -+ i~.cw[v] for some p. But
let u p be the inclusion of X?;p = Uq?;pXq into X. Now X?;p = X p UX?;p+l
is a decomposition into an open and a closed subset. We denote by u and
i the indusions. Then we have a distinguished triangle (i!i! , id, u_u- )tt~ =
(i_Uf+1, u~, u_i~) which says that i~f = 0 and U~+l = 0 imply u~f = o. So if
all ipf = 0 then u&! = f = O. q.e.d.
Proof{Theorem 6}: The preceding proposition applies. Part 1.) shows the
canonical map of the theorem to be an injection. Part 2.) computes the
dimension of the left hand side of the canonical map. Using the second
remark following theorem 6 together with remark 5 to theorem 2 allows us
to compute the dimension of the right hand sidc of the canonical map. They
turn out to be equal. q.e.d.[Theorem 6}
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